Organize events and actions on your island:
we will promote them!

We wish to put forward events and actions carried out on and for your island during the CELEBRATE ISLANDS week thanks to our numerous partners. Our goal is to share your preservation initiatives internationally to inspire other island project holders, and to stimulate positive experiment sharing for small islands’ sustainability and resilience.

Send us a short description of your actions and photos, via the Celebrate islands platform

celebrate-islands.org/organize-event

We will share your initiatives via our Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn et Youtube and with our partners’ network.

You will also benefit, free of charge, from a CELEBRATE ISLANDS 2022 communication kit to promote your actions and your participation in this event: poster for your events and social networks banner.

To be downloaded here
celebrate-islands.org

CELEBRATE ISLANDS is an annual event co-organized by the Conservatoire du littoral and the NGOs PIM and SMILLO since 2014, aiming to put forward and support management and conservation actions carried out by and for small islands on an international scale.

This 9th edition of CELEBRATE ISLANDS aims to celebrate island ecosystems and the actors who act for their preservation by promoting initiatives carried out around the world.

You wish to join the party, meet other people, discover other islands that share your ambitions and challenges... Then join us, and let us share our energies during a festive week to honor our islands!

There are two ways to participate in Celebrate Islands...

- MAY, 11TH TO 18TH -

celebrate-islands.org

Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn et Youtube
Take a chance on our 2022 "My project in 120 seconds" contest!

28 000€ to be won to carry out your project*

Do you have an idea of a concrete conservation project to implement on your island by the end of 2022? CELEBRATE ISLANDS helps you finance it!

Participate in our contest by making a short video presenting your project in 2 minutes maximum. An expert panel will evaluate your video and your project according to the criteria specified in the contest rules.

This year, 3 themes are in the spotlight:
- Preservation of marine ecosystems
- Reduction of the impacts of economic activities
- Sustainable management of water resources

* 7 project grants of 4 000€ to be won
6 project grants awarded by an international jury (2 per theme)
1"people's favourite award"

The contest results will be announced on May 18, 2022.

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

1. To be an association or NGO working for environmental and biodiversity preservation on small islands and justifying at least 1 year of existence.

2. The project must concern an island of less than 150 km² not linked to the mainland by a permanent infrastructure.

3. The presentation must concern a concrete project falling under one of the 3 proposed themes.

4. The project must involve actors of the territory and be feasible before November 30, 2022.

An organisation can only submit one application!

A dedicated platform has been created for the submission of applications. You will find all the necessary information (contest rules, application process, detailed criteria concerning the project and the video to be submitted, documents to be completed...)

celebrate-islands.org/candidate

The deadline for applying is May 8, 2022.
Let’s act together, value your involvement and don’t hesitate to let your partners and network know that you are participating in the operation.

Also share this announcement if you think it might interest your friends.

Don’t forget to like the Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn and Youtube pages of the event! You will find there the actions carried out by the participants of the previous editions, and soon all the CELEBRATE ISLANDS 2022 actions.

Together, let’s take care of our islands!

Thank you in advance for your mobilization for this new edition of CELEBRATE ISLANDS!

WE COUNT ON YOU TO CARRY THE VOICE OF ISLANDS